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Introduction
¶le idea of mother/womanhood in Ireland is repeatedly
revised and enforced upon Irish women. The point of the
bill of the latest abortion referendum in 2002, for example,
was, in short, that the threat of suicide (which was the
main issue in the `Xcase" referendum in 1992) would be
removed as a ground for abortion. If once the amendment
came into effect, women who suffered血-om unexpected
pregnancy and were on the verge of self-destruction
would not be allowed to have an abortion. The result of
me referendum was也at voters rejected the Government's
proposed constitutional amendment on abortion by a very
tiny margin. Just as those referendums display, the idea of
an ideal momer/womanhood is constantly brought under
review and reintroduced with a new endorsement.
The subject of this paper is a case of a boy locked in a
henhouse" in Co. Down in 1956, and literary works based
upon the case (Seamus Heaney's poem `Bye-Child'and
Frank McGuinness's play The Hen House). My main aim
is not to review a court case decided half a century ago,
but to detect也e narrative of an ideal mother/womanhood
and a deviation, both of which were constructed by the
media. And then I want to compare that journalistic
narrative with the literary treatment of the case by the
above-mentioned Irish men of litera山re. Dealing wi他山e
back issues of the newspaper (The Irish News, The Belfast
Telegraph, The Northern Whig, The Belfast News-Letter,
The Irish News and Belfast Morning News, and The Irish
Times), I investigate how the mother was described as a
deviant from a social norm in the newspapers that affected
the process of molding public opinion, and disseminating
and maintaining the social idealism of motherhood at that
time. Then by making an annalistic comparison between
the representations of the mother and the child boy in
newspaper articles and血ose in literary works by Heaney
and McGuinness, I investigate how the literary writers
redressed the accepted idea of momerhood in仇eir works.
1. Motherhood as a master narrative constructed
through the media
The first report on the solitary confinement of the boy
appeared in The Belfast Telegraph on the llth of October,
1956. Early in 1950's, this liberal Protestant newspaper had
already enjoyed a daily circulation of 190,000 in Nor仇ern
Ireland, and in 1957仇e circulation was averaging between
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195,000 and 200,0001. The newspaper had a substantial
impact upon public opinion in those days. The Belfast
Telegraph reported the case, which was in process in
court, on the front page under the eye-catching title,
"Long-haired boy locked in henhouse-Witness and
was subtitled, "ILLTREATMENT CASE WOMAN FOR
TRIAL". A doctor's diagnosis and observations appeared
on page ll under the title, "Doctor found boy was mentally
sub-normal." Chosen words highlighted, above all, the
animality of the boy (long-haird / henhouse) , underscored
仇at仇e degeneration was a consequence of human neglect
(ill-treatmenO directed reader's attention to the idea of
sex (woman) ,血en stressed that legal punishment awaited
the woman. These shocking titles were deliberately
constructed so as to impress on the reader at that time
her gross deviation from the social norm, which is what
this article really attached importance to, and what the
reporter seems to have apparently intended.
The fact that three local boys found the "henhouse
boy" first suited the author's purpose in that each time
仇e reporter quoted those boys'remarks, me impact was
to bring out the extreme contrast between the "long-
haired" retarded boy and the local small boys, who were
in socially acceptable conditions. Thus me reporter begins
with the testimony of an ll-year-old boy, the youngest
witness. The witness以asked the child its name but it did
not say anything." The child could have been abhorred at
a stranger, and struck dumb, yet this quotation can also
be read as the reporter intended, which was to underline
me lack of communication and linguistic ability of the boy.
The article says the witness deposed that "as he started
to go away he也ought血e child was crying". Here in this
article,仇e witness did not assert血at血e boy was achally
crying, yet he "thought" the boy was crying at the exact
moment when he began his physical motion of leaving
the henhouse. We cannot say whether the cries of the boy
were what actually happened at that precise moment or
whether they were reflections of the emotional shock of
the witness who had just seen "a wee boy or a wee girl"
who was living in such different circumstances than血ose
to which the witness was accustomed. Nevertheless, the
readers must have been easily tempted to form a causal
relationship between the witness's physical motion and
the supposed wails of the boy. They might easily have
concluded that the boy craved human company (even
仇ough仇e witness was a perfect stranger to the boy and
this was the first and abrupt encounter between them).
As if the witness had accommodated the supposed
request of the captive boy, he revisited the henhouse
some day later. He "knocked at the window", men "a child
appeared again and put its hands up to the netting wire".
The aim of this quotation from the witness was clearly not
to endorse the hearing ability of the boy, but to heighten
the narrative of human company the previous sentences
had constructed, in which the boy was supposed to be
fighting hard to attain emancipation like an unjustly
confined prisoner, grasping iron bars on a window and
demanding release.
The witness continued his verbal evidence, telling that
he revisited "the henhouse" later on the same day with
another boy and the captive boy showed his face, and
that he visited "the henhouse" later on another day wim
two omer boys, and knocked at血e window until仇e boy
appeared again. Then one of the boys saw the mother,
the accused person, coming down the road and all of
them ran "home." The article underlines the action and
reaction between the witnesses and me boy as gradually
restoring human communications, and also highlights the
status of the mother as a breaker of them. The article also
makes good use of仇e contrast between "me henhouse",
in which it claims the boy was held in an animal state, and
home where the three boys could find a safe comfortable
refuge from the evil oppressor. The article effectively
characterises血e mother as an insuperable obstacle that
blocked human communications and as a grave menace to
humanity.
The article continues to construct a narrative of the
boy's degeneration. It claims仇at one of three witnesses,
a 12-year-old boy said he heard something move with "a
shuffling noise" when the youngest witness knocked at the
window. The oldest boy among them, a 13-year-old boy,
'saw two eyes peering out of a window" and he "thought it
was a dog." A deliberate rhetorical climax is tangible here.
¶le reporter organized the article so that observations by
younger observers were increasingly reinforced by older
observers. The implications are quite simple: something in
a state of partial nudity wi仇Iong hair (which was already
reported by the youngest witness, an ll-year-old boy)
moves and crawls about the floor, and it finally turns out to
be as good as a dog. ′rhe reporter seems to have expected
the idea of biological degeneration to be acceptable to the
reader in its literal meaning.
The terminology of the article conveys the reporter's
prejudice. The mother told the inspector that she kept her
son mainly "in a small room" adjacent to the kitchen, and
that she put him "occasionally in an out-house", especially
when she "went out shopping" or she was ``out round
the back". The reporter did not make any appreciative
comment here to her statement. By repeating me word
"henhouse , instead of "out-house the mother actually
used, the reporter tries to evoke animal associations. The
word "outhouse" appears once in direct speech in the
mother's statement, and four times in indirect speech while
"henhouse appears fourteen times in indirect speech
in the article, and there were no quotations in which the
witnesses used "henhouse" in仇eir direct speech. In some
sentence, "out血ouse" and "henhouse" come together in
block type, which graphically stands out in me article: "he
【the inspector] asked her to show him仇e out-house and
she took him down through血e garden over a stream and
half-way through a field to a wooden hen-house, which she
unlocked." By replacing "out-house" wim "henhouse', me
reporter effectively created血e impression血at仇e small
house separate from the main building, which the mother
claimed was an out-house turned out to be a hen-house,
and, by evoking animal associations and underscoring
the presence of the lock, conveyed the impression that
it served as a tough prison. Thus the reporter's subtle
judgments against the mother are skilmilly woven into the
article.
What should be noted is that the mother's remarks
were persistently revised and corrected, and constantly
replaced by what the local authorities, the witnesses
and the reporter assumed. When the inspector from
N.S.P.C.C. (National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Children) asked the mother whether she had a "cot" for
仇e child, she told him血at she had a "cradle", and pointed
out a "wooden box". From也e standpoint of也e inspector,
and probably the reporter, a mother must provide her
child with a small bed designed especially for it. However,
仇e mo仇er in question commi仕ed a gross deviation血.om
the social norm in that what she claimed to be a cradle
looked to be a wooden box to the local authority. The
verbal replacement as such can be seen as an oppressive
imposition of social regimentation upon the mother. It is
the mother's recognition and view of the world around
her that were actually revised, corrected, and replaced
here by血ose of omer social constituents. Her voice was
smo仇ered and distorted into deviancy.
The Belfast Telegraph on that day made good use of a
juxtaposed illustrated advertisement for garments, which
was used not only to satisfy an enterprising manufacturer
of wearing apparel but also to underscore the mother's
deviation from the aprioristic mother-child bond in the
case being reported. Under an italicized and capitalized
eye-catching subtitle "NO CLOTHES', the newspaper
highlighted仇e grotesque testimony (underscored in bold-
faced type) of an ll-year-old eyewitness, which says "it
[the boy] had no clothes on that I could see." In another
paragraph (underscored in bold-faced type as well), the
article draws readers'attention to血e underdeveloped
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limbs of the boy under an italicized and capitalized subtitle
'THINAND PALE', and says the boy's "arms and leg joints
were swollen and his shin bones were concave in shape"
and "both legs were folded up benea也his bu仕ocks while
he was in a si伏ing position." On the same page, you can
see an advertisement for a garment wi也a caption "Baby s
丘rst garments" in huge gothic font, and an illustration of
two bonny and bouncy babies, who look comfortable in
their clean white garments. One of them is in its sitting
position, yet lightly lifting its body on its knees, raising the
right arm, and smiling at the other baby while the omer
is stretching its plump calves and holding its right ankle
with its stretched arm as if they were proudly showing off
their healthy limbs. The article of the "henhouse" boy and
the advertisement of baby's garments are complementary
to each other, and the page layout intensifies a finely
calculated effect upon the reader. The advertisement
naturally highlights me grotesque content of the article
while the article arouses in mothers of the day a deep
interest in the advertisement for baby's clothing. The
editorial strategy for producing stark contrast is quite
tangible.
′Ihe close interrelationship between the case report and
advertisements is obvious in omer newspapers at血at time.
The Northern Whig reported on the case of a "CHILD IN
HEN-HOUSE" and described how也e mo也er in question
stated that her baby boy seemed to have stopped growing
al仇ough she had given him plenty of food, such as "bread,
butter, jam血ied bread, the best of biscuits and milk."
The editor made her statements sound dubious by pu仕ing
them after an expert testimony by a medical consultant to
the Royal Belfast Hospital for Sick Children, in which Dr.
Gailey pointed out the possibility that the gross condition
of血e boy was due to "lack of sunlight" and "lack of vitamin
D contained in food", such as "butter, eggs and milk." The
reader found this column next to a huge advertisement by
Crosse & Blackwell for a cream of tomato soup, where a
girl radiantly smiles as she is about to eat a soup made of
"sun-ripened Mediterranean tomatoes … blended with real
bu仕er and milk'which was "tested by a panel consisting of
food experts...and a housewife who represents you.
The advertisement, addressed to local housewives, made
the court case report look more grotesque and也e article
temped local women to accept and follow a role model of
an acknowledged housewife. The reader recognized as
well血at血e article on血e court case was directly followed
by a report on a campaign against raising the price of baby
food, under the title, "More support for protest-on-nse in
baby food cost". In the report, a secretary to the Limavady
Mo也ers'Club highlighted that "if the price increase took
place it would mean considerable hardship to the mothers
in many cases." The secretary's remarks had nothing to
do with the "hen-house" boy, yet the editor's implication
was distinct: if the price of baby food is advanced, the local
community may produce more mothers like the mother
of the "hen-house" boy. The editors made good use of the
page layouts as a warning to mothers and housewives and,
by so doing, induced women not to deviate血om what the
community accepted as the idea of woman/motherhood.
The Irish News was likewise deliberate in its page layout.
′Phe article reported that the mo血er was丘nally sent to jail
for nine months, and printed a picture of the boy with a
sensational caption, "hen house child", who was stretching
his distorted arms for a rubber ball in the picture. The
picture was inserted between two advertisements. One
of them was by Crosse & Blackwell for a chicken soup
(with the same catchphrase in The Northern IWhig. "tested
by l-　a housewife who represents you") , where a smiling
little girl, putting her tongue out, is enjoying the soup
made of "the choicest slices of white chicken". The other
advertisement was by the Quality Bakers of Britain for
"Sunblest bread'that is "full of nourishment, better than
ever before". In the bread advertisement, a small boy,
being apparently about the same age as the "hen house
child", is stretching his arms, as the "hen house" boy does,
for a slice of "good bread" with a butter knife in his hand.
Thus the stark contrast worked, just as in The Belfast
Telegraph and The Northern Whig, as a warning against
deviation from what the community regarded as the proper
idea of woman/motherhood.
One of the most striking aspects in all of mese articles
is the absence of the idea of fatherhood and conspicuous
exoneration of it from blame. No marital background was
fully reported. As far as the articles were concerned, no
investigation of the relationship between the momer and
the father was made. The Irish News, The Irish Times, The
Times, and The Belfast News-Letter referred to the mother
briefly as a "widow". The Belfast Telegraph gave the reader
a tiny piece of supplemental information that the mother
had married in 1941 and her husband had died six years
later."6 Tne newspaper of the same day published an eye-
catching big picture of her son on the虫-ont page with a
caption, "It was his seventh birthday yesterday." On the
following day, The Belfast Telegraph inserted the corrected
information that the mother "had married in 1931, and
her husband had died six years later", and reported that
the mother was sentenced to nine month's impnsonment
for neglecting "her seven-year-old son". The Belfast News-
Letter likewise inserted the picture of the boy, specifying
his age as "seven", and issued information that the mother
"was married in 1931, and her husband died six years
later."
It was only by a simple mental calculation that the reader
realized that the boy was not a child of legitimate birth.
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The Northern Whig and The Belfast New-Letter referred
to仇e child as "a na山ral child", yet bo仇newspapers, like
others, kept altogether silent about the father of the boy.
As to the husband of the mother, The Belfast Telegraph
asserted, without producing any evidence, that the
husband "had been a decent and much respected血rmer",
and, by so doing, eliminated the possibility of readers'
conjectures regarding her husband's or the father's
in瓜uence upon the mother's method of child-rearing. No
reporter took matrimony or extramarital relations into
substantial consideration. Because of仇e very absence
of the idea of father/manhood, the articles, as a result,
assume her husband and the father of the boy were free
of any responsibility. Thus paternal exemption from
responsibility was set form as a premise, and the idea of
the apnoristic mother-child bond was produced, in which
exclusively maternal commitments to children are taken
for granted as an innate characteristic of human beings.
The idea of the aprioristic mother-child bond
accompanies a punishment by the community for the
maternal violation of血e bond. Addressing也e mother,
the judge for me case commented that she was perhaps
"ashamed of the child but it was "a sad thing that she
"penalized a child for that". Just before the mother was
taken to a prison cell,也e judge delivered a severe criticism
against her and said, "No sentence I can impose on you
will be anything like the punishment you will get through
the hatred of all the people you meet when you come
out. I cannot think there is any decent, self-respecting
person in this country who will treat you with anything
but opprobrium." The judge expected that greater
punishment by the community awaited her even after she
served her full term in prison. The "gravity of the offence"
was ascribed solely to me mother, and she was not only
punished legally "on a charge of will血Ily neglecting" her
son , but also to be punished by social sanctions for her
violation of the aprioristic mother-child bond.
National publicity over the case turned the momer and
her son into an infamous folk legend. When the facts of
the case had been brought out for the丘rst time, a counsel
for the mother requested to ban publication of them,
yet the Resident Magistrate at the lower Court turned
it down. The mother received wide publicity through
reports in me newspapers. Although the counsel for the
defendant criticized "the glare of publicity and highly
imaginative gossip which had surrounded the case",
the judge expansively praised the action of the justice of
the peace in his "re血ising to make an order to prohibit
publication of any part of the evidence". He declared,
"this is a case of which the public should be informed" :
and, if the publication had been banned, "it might have
been impossible for the public to know the full facts."
Consequently, the case absorbed public a仕ention so much
that the court was packed with the curious public. On
some occasions, the mother, leaving the court mutely with
police of丘cers, "evaded a large crowd, mainly composed of
women, who were waiting at也e main side entrance血･om
the courthouse. When the judge passed the sentence
on her on the lst of November in 1956, the courtroom
was "filled with about 250 people", and "many of them"
were 〟women". The story of血e 〟hen house boy" and his
mother was circulating nationwide and became, as Frank
McGuinness put it, a piece of "powerful folklore".
In retrospect, through deliberately chosen (sub) titles
and words, and through the strategic page layout, the
reporter and the editors of newspapers at that moment
offered comments and delivered criticisms upon the
mo也er of也e "henhouse" boy, and so displayed血eir sense
of a pressing engagement wi也仇e contemporary situation
of mother/womanhood. They dexterously constructed
a narrative on the sense of failure in and gross deviation
from motherhood, and, by so doing, they reinforced their
idea of motherhood, which was taken for granted and
known in common with others in the community, and thus
urged mothers to follow the newly reinforced moral order.
The timely reinforcement of the idea of motherhood /
womanhood can be read as a vision that the reporters
and editors expected the society to maintain. In that
sense, the newspaper with its article was scheming to
have its metaphorical function as the standard reflection
of civilized society. The reporters and the editors of the
newspapers were contriving to strengthen or, at least,
maintain the social, religious, cultural mores that govern
the activities and determinism of everyday life in the
community, and to provide the reader with a clear vision
of mo血erhood, which mo仇ers in the society could "grow
up into" or adhere to. These ideological determinism
and social moudlings were what Seamus Heaney and
Frank McGuinness challenged by redressing the idea of
mo仇erhood/womanhood in meir literary works.
2. Seamus Heaney's `Bye-Child'
Seamus Heaney clearly wrote his poem `Bye-Child under
the in丑uence of the publicity of the "henhouse boy" case.
When the poet described the boy as a "little henhouse boy,
/ sharp-faced as new moons / remembered, your photo
still / glimpsed like a rodent / on the floor" and as a "肋1e
moon man　… luminous", Heaney must have been much
affected by the photos which were issued by newspapers
of the day, such as the photos in The Belfast Telegraph of
the lst of November in 1956 and in The Irish News of the
2nd of November in the same year (or perhaps in The
Belfast News-Letter of the 2nd of November in 195617). The
boy, as I have mentioned before, is stretching his distorted
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arms for a rubber ball, and his crescent face, in striking
contrast to me血ill moon shape of me ball, stands out clear
against a relatively dark wall and丑oor probably because
of the use of magnesium flare. Heaney's use of words,
such as "henhouse", "rodent", "cobwebs", "droppings",
and "roosts", must have been influenced also by the
press in those days, where one of their aimed effects
was to impress也e reader by underscoring the animality
of the "hen house" boy and the idea of degeneration.
The expression of "hen house", for example" was highly
arguable. Just as the counsel for the defendant claimed and
the judge admitted, not a "hen house" but an "ou也ouse
was the proper word to describe the detached building
where the boy was held. No hens were kept in the
outhouse for仙e past "12 or 14 years", and "there was no
suggestion血at mere was any animal or fowl droppings"
even after "the contents of the out-house and the contents
of the floor were examined by a specialist". The floor
of the outhouse was covered with "paper and dirt" and
"human head hairs" that "had built up gradually wi血the
other material", "a fowl brooder" from the outhouse "had
little evidence of contact wim hens". In these respects,
Heaney s poem seemingly has complicity with imaginative
gossip and serious distortions that surrounded仇e case
whose publicity was ensured and manipulated by the
press.
One of仇e striking aspects of血e poem is, however, me
lack of moral judgment against me mo仇er. Heaney added
his own short summary about the mother and her son
( He was discovered in the henhouse where she had confined
him. He was incapable of saying anything"). In the poem,
the poet plainly depicted her routine activity ("She put
through your trapdoor/ Morning and evening.") Heaney
avoided giving any moral values or criticism in血ese lines.
By so doing, the poet produced the impression that he is
disinterested in moral effects of me mo仇er, and he is血･ee
from any desire to judge her ethically. Heaney carefully
keeps his psychical distance, detaching himself from a
potential emotional appeal of the mother. This sense of
distance not only made it possible for the reader to attend
to impartial features of the mother, but also allowed the
poet to avoid being trapped into imaginative surmise
that had been generated by malicious publicity and that
surrounded the mother.
In contrast to his deliberate psychical distance from
me mother, Heaney lavished empathic descriptions upon
the boy. Heaney's identification with the confined child
he displayed in his poem is so strong that he seems to
enter into血e physical motions and sensations of血e child.
When a lamp lit up in the main building, "仇e child in the
outhouse / put his eye to chink", and his `廿ail shape,
luminous / weightless, is stirring…dry smells血om scraps
/ she [his mother] put through your 【his】 trapdoor /
morning and evening." After the mother left the henhouse,
and after those footsteps, silence; / vigils, solitudes, fast, /
unchristened tears, / a puzzled love of the light." And after
years of solitary con丘nement:
But now you speak at last
With a remote mime
Of something beyond patience,
Your gaping wordless proof
Of lunar distances
Travelled beyond love.
These last lines of the poem not only exhibit
Heaney's richly empathic temperament, but also speak
self-referentially about his tactful versification. Just as
P.R. King put it, Heaney `identifies with various conditions
of alienation in others'and he circles round "some deep
centre in himself which he has not yet clearly traced,
touched or understood". Thus Heaney speaks, as the
boy in the henhouse does, "at last with a remote mime"
on gross alienation and profound】 loneliness. In his
absorbed contemplation, the poet took part in the boy's life
both external and internal. It is with this laborious inner
mimesis that the poet speaks of what is beyond ordinary
patience and description, and evokes血om the reader an
acute sense of participation with the boy's and the poet's
own physical motions and pent-up emotions, which form
the core of the poem.
Heaney's 'Limbo'makes a thematically unified set with
his 'Maighdean Mara'and 'Bye-Child'in Wintering Out. It
is not unreasonable to deal wi血these poems as a three-
piece set. D.E.S.Maxwell, for example, regarded the three
poems as thematically related "allegories of love and
rejection, selfish, tender, destructive." As an excellent
editor of his own poems, Heaney was as highly tactful in
his arrangement of his poems as the press was in their
page layouts on the "hen house" case, and, by so being,
the poet intensi丘es a care血illy calculated effect upon the
reader. His 'Bye-Child'was put immediately after other
poems on woman/motherhood, `Limbo'and `Maighdean
Mara'. Heaney dealt empamically with a desperate mother
of an illegitimate child in `Limbo', and he depicted how
a man ruthlessly manipulated a mermaid and how she
suffered from her forced marriage life in `Maighdean
Mara. Thus these three poems have reciprocal aesthetic
effects among them.
The child born out of accepted wedlock and the
mother in `Limbo'are heralds of `Bye-ChildJ in that both
children and mothers are trifled with cruelly by social
and religious mores. In `Limbo', a local fisherman in
Donegal catches a baby in a net. In language charged wi仙
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the rhetoric of fishery, the baby is called "an illegitimate
spawning" and "a small one thrown back to the waters".
By disturbing the idea of the natural world, where all
living仇ings are allowed to carry out carpe diem without
restriction, the poet underscores the discrimination
between ``legitimate" and "illegitimate in human society
as ruthless intervention. In a community where me idea
of sexual reproduction and prosperity is based on the
teaching of the traditional Church and its idea of divine
providence, illegitimate children are deprived of the
opportunity to observe and judge the social and religious
code. They, along with unbaptized infants, cannot help but
be marginalized into Limbo. So in Heaney's 'Limbo', such
children are described as existing in a "far briny zone"
where there is little certainty that the palms of the fisher of
men, Christ, can make a redemptive catch of the baby. This
process of expulsion explains why仇e boy in "unchristened
tears in "Bye-Child" had to travel "lunar distances" that
were "beyond love", The expression and reception of love
∬e, rather, social and religious constructs, and they need
the sanction of the community in order to be relieved
of communal punishments. The "li伏:le henhouse boy", a
deviant血-0m the accepted social/religious mores, cannot
avoid being put out of the social framework, a fate which
may well gravely affect the emotional life of his mother.
In `Limbo', Heaney redresses the idea of a female
infanticide as a ruthless murderer. At first sight, he
seems to reiterate the traditional representation of limbo
as a zone at the fringe of Hell beyond redemption. He
seemingly reinforces the idea of infanticide as a sordid
murder, which is socially and religiously supposed to rob
the innocent victim of its eternal happiness. However, in
his highly empathic descriptions of the mother, the poet
rejects the traditional representation of an infanticide as a
cold-blooded killing:
A small one thrown back
To the waters. But I'm sure
As she stood in the shallows
Ducking him tenderly
Till the frozen knobs of her wrists
Were dead as the gravel,
He was a minnow with hooks
Tearing her open.
The insertion of a second voice ("But I'm sure"), which
abruptly interrupts the voice of the丘rst narrator of the
infanticide, changes the detached and callous tone of
narration into an empathic one. Through the second voice,
which, as Michael Parker put it, "probes仇e tragic sub-text
of the story" , the male poet participates in me expenence
of a desperate woman behind the ghastly child murder.
He enters into the ultimate pathos of the mother who feels
keenly her own contravention of social and religious code.
Being born and bred within the accepted mores of
Catholicism, she has no choice but to assume仇e role of
pseudo-priest when she drowns her baby and, by doing
so, performs it as a desperate shift in ritual. When she
drowns her baby in the sea, whose waters can be read
as the scientist's hypothetical origin of all living things,
namely, the womb for all animate beings, her body is
torn open from within by her baby. Heaney regards
the throes of her body and her mental anguish, as her
second birth pangs. When Heaney based his poem upon
the products of religious mores, such as the image of
baptism by a priest and the idea of Limbo, he only seems
not to have freed himself from血e paradigm of his own
religious conditioning which could ruthlessly manipulate
women like the mother in the poem. In `Bye-Child',
Heaney omitted any descriptive adjectives or adverbs
for the mother, who had been surrounded by nationwide
adverse publicity generated by the press, and, by so
doing, he redeemed her out of the arena of moral and
e仇ical judgments. Here in `Limbo', Heaney, attaching
a paradoxical modifier "tenderly" to the behaviour of
the desperate mother, revised the essentiahsm that
had marginalized the female infanticide. Thus Heaney
challenges first the discourses that could produce and
dif血ise essentialism and second仇e religious culhre仇at
has penetrated to the core of Irish society. It is Heaney's
aggressive stance on the detention of Irish women in this
essentialism and climate of social and religious mores that
underlie `Bye-Child'and its herald, `Limbo'.
In `Maighdean Mara', an eloquent prelude to `Bye-Child'
and 'Limbo', Heaney investigated the presence of father/
manhood that could overrided the subjectivity of women.
The mermaid, like the mother in 'Bye-Child', neglects her
children, and escapes血"om her forced marriage into the
peaceful sea:
He stole her garment as
She combed her hair: follow
Was all that she could do.
He hid it in the eaves
And charmed her there, four walls,
Warm floor, man-love nightly
In earshot of the waves.
The mermaid is confined within ``four walls" for "eight land
years", just as the actual boy was confined in an outhouse
for seven years, and she is kept in agonized suspense when
she is "in earshot of仇e waves" to which she belongs, just
as the "henhouse boy" with "a puzzled love of the light" in
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`Bye-Child'gets a tantalizing glimpse of "the lamp 'glowing
in the main building, where he would like to return but
is not allowed. Suffering血0m nightly marital rape, she is
forced repeatedly to go through unwanted pregnancy, give
birth against her will to children that she finally neglects.
Her sense of loss and the end of her subjectivity is so
heavily charged that Thomas C. Foster thought the poem
was about a "mermaid-charmed woman-suicide". Yet,
`Maighdean Mara'is not a poem about仇e abandonment
by a woman of her household or about a desperate
suicide, but a poem on her "homecoming", where she
can appreciate her "great first sleep", free herself from
carrying "patterns of home" to satisfy man's desire, and
take her subjectivity back.
Solitary confinement of a mother in `Maighdean
Mara'is adroitly balanced wi山地at of the boy in `Bye-
Child', and her physical and psychological distress is
elaborately traced by the poet's inner mimesis. As a
result, the devastating effects of man/fatherhood upon
her are brought to light. The empamic contemplation on
the neglected boy in `Bye-Child'complements the lack
of diligent investigations on the neglected children in
`Maighdean Mara'. The redressing of a female's ir血nticide
as a desperate and tender baptism in 'Limbo'defends the
insufficient exposure of the mother's inner life in `Bye-
Child'. Yet, in these three poems, man/fatherhood has no
redemptive counterparts, and its desire to control "home"
and "bedrooms", and to manipulate women is laid open to
the reader's question. Thus也e idea of man/fatherhood
is visible and palpable, an idea often hidden behind social
and religious mores just as it was bc帆illy overlooked and
hidden by the press in the actual case of the "henhouse
boy".
3. Frank McGuinness's J丑e Hen House
ln Frank McGuinness s The Hen House, he underscores
how autocratically religious and social mores govern
the community. This theme is, throughout the play,
represented as the characters's sense that they are
rigorously supervised. When local twins, Aidan and Joe,
step in Lily s ground by accident and are driven off by her,
Aidan, already scared to death, says to his twin brother,
Will she tell on us?" and predicts that they will "be killed
if she does". His fear of punishment is not unfounded.
When their teacher, in the midst of the Angelus prayer
m the classroom, solemnly declares, "The word was
made flesh", then the class kneels, saying, ``And dwelt
amongst us. Joe, quite ignorant in his daily prayer, asks
Aidan about the meaning of "dwelt" in a small voice.
Their con丘dential whispers reach their teacher and they
received a stern admonition:
If you talk when you should be praying, you hurt
God and His Holy Mother. God hears everything.
Every whisper, every fib, every time you re
disob edient.
The Big-Brother-like teacher, as an agent of the sharp-
hearing God, forces Joe and Aidan to "say an act of
contrition" in order for them to "resolve" not "to offend"
God again. When they count their allowance to purchase
sweets, the sense of being inspected drives Aidan to五md
a moral excuse for it: "I suppose it's not like stealing if
it's your own money you're spending." When the idea of
capital punishment overwhelms him ('"I'll be killed if I'm
found out"), Aidan asks his brother not to "tell on" him.
Thus punishment intensi丘es their self-policing tendency,
which controls their everyday life through their sense of
always being watched and inspected.
Lily shares with the teacher the idea of holy
clairvoyance, which seems to have sunk deeply into Lily's
mind. When a local woman suggests to Lily that she
should join a diocesan pilgrimage to the holy shrine of Our
Lady of Knock, Lily refuses the suggestion, saying, "I'll
say my prayers at home. She'll [Our Lady] hear me as well
there as she will at Knock." The local lady, not much hurt
by her blunt re血isal, asserts that mere is "no shortage of
pilgrims" but "a great devotion to Our Lady in也is ther]
parish." The local woman came to the point because the
Catholic admiration for and也e belief in也e Holy Mother
in her community penetrates to the depths of the parish's
everyday life, even to the core of the secluded life of Lily.
Just as Martin McLoone put it clearly regarding The
McGuinness's Hen House, "through the cult of the Virgin
Mary , the suffocating and oppressive power of the society
is "visited on women"
When Lily was cooking stew for her son and herself
and listening to仇e wireless, an announcer for a radio
programme, "Hospital's Request", picked up a request
from a listener for an Irish patient recovering in "Our
Lady of Lourdes Hospital". The place name of Lourdes in
the south of France intens姐es the religious atmosphere
in that it is internationally famous as a Catholic holy
place named after Marie Bernardette Soubirous, a young
shepherdess who was generally believed to have witnessed
払e advent of仇e Holy Momer. lte request for a tune for
the convalescent patient is prolonged by血e Angelus bells,
which Lily certainly catches and "blesses herself and prays
out loud":
The Angel of the Lord declared unto Mary
And she conceived of仇e Holy Ghost.
Behold the handmaid of仇e Lord,
Be it done unto me according to ′Ihy Word.
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Hail Mary, full of grace,
The Lord is with thee,
Blessed art血ou among women
Lily's daily practice of holy service is subject to the
superordinate concept of the parishioners'great devotion
to the Holy Mother, and their daily practice of a religious
service makes the idea of holy clairvoyance the reality and
maintains it as a system to rule the community. Lily's fear
of her being watched is caught within this endless spiral.
The idea of being under incessant inspection forms
a leitmotif for Lily. This leitmotif constantly recurs m
the play, and even though Lily leads a cloistered life,
avoiding public notice, she cannot shake off her sense of
being watched. When Lily is lying awake in her bed, she
feels a picture of me Madonna and Child stare丘xedly at
her and she screams: "What are you looking at me like
that for? Why do you always look at me like that?" This
accusatory gaze of the Madonna at Lily can be seen to
represent Lily's deep sense of alienation. The idea of me
Madonna dominates the community as an ideal role model
that women are urged to follow. When Lily meditates
upon fathers of her children, she keenly realizes her
transgression :
Did you [Lily's child] know your father used to love
me to wash his feet? No, how could you know仇at?
That wasn't your father. Your father was a different
man entirely.
Here the connotation of her name produces an ironical
effect. Her name, Lily, is a symbol of chastity, just as
``Goretti evokes a strong association with Saint Mary
Gore仕i, a canonized teenager girl wi仇acclaimed chastity,
and a symbol of the Resurrection of Jesus Christ. Lily's
name ironically plays a duet with the name of a local
pregnant mother in The Hen House, Delia. Delia, a term
of endearment to Delia, originally means the woman of
the island of Delos in Greek, namely, Artemis who has a
Roman counterpart, Diana. Both of them are the Moon
Goddess, and symbols of good hunting, great fertility,
chastity, and guardians to children. Delia, quite worthy
of her name, is to be pregnant with her third child, a
legitimate baby girl. Lily is quite conscious that the role
model, to which she cannot belong, is dominant in her
community, and she cannot help feeling that she is entirely
out of place there. Her name gradually assumes a new
aspect as a symbol of her sense of alienation in仇e play.
It was because of this sense of alienation hidden behind
Lily's obsession that仇e picture gives her an introspective
gaze.
The oppressive power of the female role model, which
is represented through the image of the Holy Mother as
Martin McLoone put it briefly, is not limited to Henhouse,
but can be expanded to, for example, Margo Harkin's
feminist film, Hush-a-Bye Baby (released in 1989, the same
year of McGuinness's The Hen House, yet whose story
was set in 1983.) The inspective gaze of the Madonna,
from which Lily suffers, has an extraordinary similarity
to an accusatory look of the Holy Mother in the丘Im. In
Hush-a-Bye Baby, the 15-year old protagonist, Goretti is
obsessed with the image of a pregnant Madonna. After
Goretti overhears the pungent discussion about the
coming abortion referendum on the radio, the statue of the
pregnant Virgin Mary starts to show herself in Gore仕i's
nightmares and tortures her. An echo of the referendum
in 1983 in Ireland, with all its rhetoric of the right to life
of unborn babies and the consequent personalization
of embryos and fetuses, heightens Goretti s trauma
and hysteria through visualization as the pregnant Holy
Mother. Women's evaluation and conceptualization of an
embryo or a foehs depend upon their social, culhral, and
religious background, and vary from a piece of cellular
tissue to a baby, perhaps named. What is important in
Goretti's nightmare scenes is that she recognizes an
embryo or a foetus in her body as a baby from the outset
of her pregnancy. In her psychic state, the foehs takes on
the same importance as a baby, whose image drives her
to feel moral guilt. ′Phis is probably because Insh women,
including Goretti, have heard repeatedly that abortion is
仇e murder of an unborn child, which puts丘erce pressure
on Irish women who are considering abortion. In such
ethos, Goretti subconsciously emphasizes the humanity
even of an embryo or a foetus, and so an image of
abortion remains tremendously evil. As a result, abortion
cannot be an option for women to take positively. This
ethos explains why the image of the Madonna being
impregnated nightly appears to Gore仕i in her dream and
brings丘erce accusatory pressure on her for her lack of
gratitude for her pregnancy and her attempts at makeshift
abortion. The sequence of her nightmare reveals how her
community, as that of Lily's community in The Hen House,
has promulgated仇e image of也e Virgin Mary as a docile
woman and how women are supposed to regard me image
as an ideal image of women to imitate. The film ends in
a helpless scene, in which the nightmare wakes her up
and makes her scream, and what follows is left to the
imagination of the audience. If Goretti wants to privately
palliate her sufferings from her unwanted pregnancy,
her options seem to be limited: to abort her unwanted
child and, according to the pre-established code in her
community, become a murderer, or to give a secret birth to
her child and, as me mo仇er in Heaney's `Limbo', privately
kill it. Or as the mothers in Heaney's `Bye-Child'and in
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McGuinness s The Hen House, she could hide it from the
eyes of the public. However the sense of being under an
incessant accusatory gaze may not cease in any case, as
long as Gore帆as Lilly critically compares herself wim an
ideal role model in her community.
In comparison with the openendedness of Hush-a-Bye
Baby, the leitmotif of being gazed at in The Hen House
adds a new dimension to the idea of self-criticism. When a
local grocer looks into也e hen house and, surprised at his
discovery, looks towards Lily's house, she devastates the
kitchen and, standing in filthy mess, says in a strangely
calm voice, "Damn you all, stop looking at me". When the
grocer comes back to the henhouse with a local police
officer, Lily is "frantically nailing chicken wire to her
windows" and then "tears rotted sacks apart and ties them
to the chicken wire". A洗er she makes a total mess out of
her house, she says to herself:
That should stop them. Nobody will see in here. I
won't let them. That's me in here.
¶le windows covered with chicken wire and ro仕ed sacks,
which keeps out the light, and the丘Ithy mess that takes
up the entire floor are identically the same as those in
the henhouse, where her son is put. She performs a
psychological transformation into her son, and she feels
the grocer and the police of:五cer gaze at her-as-son. It is
she who is now locked in the hen house shunning the
public eye. When she undergoes interrogation by the
police later in her cell and is asked what name she would
have called him, she answers, "Mine. My name". This is
not a representation by the author of a traditional mother
child bond, but a suggestion of the equivalence of the
mother's and the child's sufferings. It is through this unity
of two elements of the basic idea of a family (mother and
child) that the other element (father) is clearly put into
the foreground. The evocation by the author of a religious
atmosphere is so apparently deliberate that it is no
wonder that one of the first reviewers of the play regarded
the child is a symbol of "ways of being backward and
incarcerated - arid Catholicism, rigid distinctions between
mens'[sic] and women's roles". Yet in仇e play,仇e child
has a more substantial function. It is what makes the idea
of the father/manhood clearly visible. The playwright
finely balanced the sufferings of the confined boy with
the sufferings of the mother and, by so doing, brought to
light the hidden presence of man/fatherhood, which is
cunningly relieved of any criticism so far in the play.
The hidden presence of man/fatherhood is also
highlighted by Lily's obsession about having a daughter.
When Lily learns that the wife of the grocer is expecting
a baby, she wishes him a girl. The full significance of her
obsession is revealed by a common saying that a local
woman unintentionally quotes: "fathers always love their
daughters and mothers love their sons." The author's
subtle implication in this context is that a father finds in
his daughters his beloved and the mother sees in her
sons the likelihood of her beloved. Lily sees in her son the
likelihood of a man whom she hates now most. When she
is interrogated on her contacts with her son, she nearly
manifests her hatred for the father of her son:
Things would have been different if it had been a
girl. Boys are different to girls. I would have been
able to look at him, if she'd [sic] been a girl, and not
seen him [the father] all the time.
Throughout the play, her preference for a daughter to a
son is repeatedly expressed. It is through such tact血lly
covert reference to her unwanted pregnancy that not only
her hidden motive to con丘ne her son but also the hidden
presence of man/血therhood is conveyed to the audience.
Lily's unwanted pregnancy is also reflected by her
gesture wi仇an egg. She boils eggs, cuts one of仇em open,
dips in a spoon, eats a mouthful of it, then suddenly spits
it out on a table. The moment of her spi仕ing out the egg
is coincidental with the moment when the grocer kneels
at the hen house andもnds the confined boy. This use of a
gesture has a similarity to a sequence in Hush-a-Bye Baby,
where Goretti, overhearing a vitriolic discussion about
abortion on me radio, makes a simple pancake with且Our
and eggs. The director focuses our attention upon Goretti s
pale countenance and her hands in slow motion, pic山ring
her cracking eggs into a bowl of flour. This sequence
carries the clear connotation of a fertilized egg, which can
be deliberately broken by its mother. The egg sequence in
The Hen House and the pancake sequence in Hush-a-Bye
Baby produced the fine visualization of women s plight, in
which they have no choice but make an unwished home
and their hidden desire that they would like to cancel their
pregnancy.
In Hush-a-Bye Baby, Goretti's hidden desire to get an
abortion and her deviation from the accepted idea of
motherhood is punished only by her own self-･criticism.
But Lily's transgression is harshly punished by the
community. "A kick hits the hen house" at night, and
fire is thrown into the hen house , then it burns to the
ground. "A brick sha仕ers the window" of Lily's house,
and "the cottage is in flames". In the filmed version of
the play, the audience sees local men gather and carry
out the intentional demolition. This witch-hunt sequence
is closely interwoven with the idea of animality that is
repeatedly invoked. 1℃e play begins with depiction of "a
flock of birds" that "scrape food from soil." "A bird lands
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near" Lily's cat, and也e cat "crouches, inching towards血e
bird", men "也e bird makes a rapid getaway." Instead of
catching and eating the bird, the cat "eats greedily" a bowl
of milk and bread Lily leaves it on the ground. Later, Joe's
greyhound "runs barking towards the cat", and the cat
darts inside Lily s house. After Lily is arrested and kept
in custody, two greyhounds, which break away血･om仇eir
owners's hands, "wander up the path to Lily's door, their
leads trailing after them", and they "remain seated" in front
of Lily's house, probably waiting for her cat. At the very
last of the play, "a bird lands outside Lily's co仕age", and
her "cat, now savage, leaps on it." Lily, far from her own
house and asleep in a prison cell, "hears也e dea也squawk
of the bird." These descriptions of a cat and dogs can easily
form a metaphor of an abandoned boy. Once these animals
are detached from their owner and neglected, they regress
to a wild state. Likewise, children, once neglected by仇eir
parents, can degenerate into an animal state, and will be
trapped into a brutal food chain.
This concept of degeneration, however, reaches its
culmination in the witch-hunt sequence, in which local
men hunt Lily and destroy her house. Once traditional
idea of woman/motherhood, which they try to maintain, is
questioned and disturbed by women who do not belong to
an existing social and religious norm,血e men can quickly
cast their humane values off and re草ress to unbridled
savagery. It is men仇at are symbolically put at the top of
仙is food pyramid.
The play struggles也rough a clear dichotomy between
man/fatherhood and woman/motherhood: the man
as savage predator, furious hunter, ruthless punisher,
extremely conservative, and highly patriarchal controller;
the woman as a victim of a witch-hunt, cornered,
smothered, trouble-minded, questing for an alternative
mode of being. 1もe apparent lack of empathic investigation
into the con血ed boy in the play is compensated by the
mother's psychological transformation into the son. But
the man/fatherhood, which arbitrarily defines woman/
momerhood and autocratically manipulates, and punishes
any deviants cruelly, has no redemptive counterpart in
也e play. Thus仇e playwright made me violence of man/
fatherhood visible and clearly palpable.
Conclusion
When the case of the confined boy was reported by
newspapers in 1956, the press, through deliberately
chosen gross words, and血rough me tac血Ily misleading
page layouts, constructed a narrative based on the sense
of failure in and serious deviation from motherhood.
They reinforced the cultural ideal of motherhood, urging
mothers to follow the newly reinforced moral order, while
they neglected the investigation on the idea of man/
fatherhood. The reinforcement of the idea of woman/
motherhood can be read as a vision that the reporters
and editors expected the society to maintain. By making
the cunningly hidden man/fatherhood visible, and by
redressing the idea of woman/motherhood, Seamus
Heaney and Frank McGuinness challenged仇e ideological
determinism and social and religious mouldings that
manipulate the being of women, like that of the unfortunate
mo仇er who put her son into an oumouse in 1956.
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